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On the Fourth
Amendment

sionary rule as a way of correcting the
slippage of the later part of the 19th century.
One of the Intolerable Acts involved
In his December essay, "The Mark of the general warrants, better known at the
Beast," Larry Pratt implies that those time as Writs of Assistance. These writs
who oppose unconstitutional searches empowered the Crown's troops to enter
and seizures by the government should homes without specifying a time or a
be in favor of the exclusionary rule. But person. They were often used by cussuch a rule, whereby probative (i.e., toms officers who were afraid that convalid) evidence may not be introduced in traband might disappear before troops
court if it was obtained in violation of the could make a surprise entry. Sound simFourth Amendment, is not required by ilar to today's War on Drugs?
the Constitution, nor was it favored by
In 1780, a Declaration of Rights was
the Founders, as Pratt intimates. In fact, attached to the Constitution of Masnot until 1914, in the Supreme Court sachusetts. It reiterates the Fourth
case Weeks v. United States, was an ex- Amendment and adds: "All warrants
clusionary sanction applied to evidence therefore are contrary to this right, if the
obtained in violation of the Fourth cause of foundation of them be not preAmendment, and this case involved fed- viously supported by oath or affirmation;
eral criminal litigation. It was not until and if the order in the warrant to a civil
1952 that the Supreme Court imposed a officer to make search in suspected
federal constitutional exclusionary re- places, or to arrest one or more suspected
quirement on the states. The exclusion- persons, or to seize their property, be not
ary rule is simply not required by the accompanied with a special designation
Constitution, nor is it implied by rules of the persons or objects of search, arrest,
prohibiting certain types of searches and or seizure; and no warrant ought to be isseizures.
sued but in cases, and with the formaliWhether the Constitution ought to ties, prescribed by the laws." According
provide for the exclusion of illegally ob- to a case tried in England at the time, if
tained evidence is another matter. In my the goods named in the warrant are not
view it should not, because it does not vi- found, then the one swearing out the
olate the rights of truly guilty criminals warrant is a trespasser. As another conto convict then1 with any probative evi- temporary said: "For every man's house
dence, no matter how obtained, and be- is looked upon by the law to be his
cause there are better ways to sanction castle."
errant police than to let criminals go free.
In 18 10, the Pennsylvania Supreme
For example, any individual subject to afi Court (Conner v. Commonwealth) overillegal search or seizure who is not prove'd turned a conviction because of a faulty
guilty should have a cause of action for warrant. If that is not the exclusionary
damages against the police and the state, rule, what is?
and the policen~eninvolved ought to be
subject to criminal action, if warranted.
Further, no advocate of federalism
should support federal imposition of an On the West
exclusionary rule on states, no matter
how one views the merits of the exclu- I always enjoy Chilton Williamson's
writings. Yet when I hear hirn referring
slonary rule.
-A[. Stephan Kinsella to incoming Californians (in Polemics &
Philadelphia, PA Exchanges, December 1995) as "fleeing
the once-lovely state they have managed
to ruin in a couple of generations . . . like
locusts, they are moving in to find someLarry Pratt Replies:
place else to consume," without noting
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While the exclusionary rule was not articulated until 1914, the principle dated
from colonial times. It seems that the
Supreme Court established the exclu-

(quite a few prosperous, but no doubt
less so in future waves), native Californians fleeing a state being wrecked by their
national government's deranged and

